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Abstract: Traditional approaches to the Late Prehistory in the middle Guadiana basin (south-western 
Iberia), have subsumed a variety of site types under a unifying category labelled ‘settlement site’. That inclu- 
ded ‘walled enclosures’, ‘ditched enclosures’ and ‘pit sites’. However, they are very different in their form and 
features, the formation of archaeological deposits and their chronology. This suggests that more fine-tuned 
analyses, in which the emergence and evolution of every type of site is studied on its own, could be fruitful. In 
the present paper, ditch 1 from Perdigões (Reguengos de Monsaraz, Portugal) will be put in the wider context 
of the process of monumentalisation of the middle Guadiana landscapes in the 4th and 3rd millennia cal bc. 
From the perspective outlined above, we shall make a first attempt to set forth the genealogy of walled enclo-
sures, pit sites and ditched enclosures in the region.
Key words: landscape; Neolithic; Chalcolithic; Megalithism; monumentality; ditched enclosures; walled 
enclosures.
Resumen: Las lecturas históricas tradicionales sobre la Prehistoria Reciente realizadas en la cuenca media 
del Guadiana (so de Iberia) han unificado bajo un mismo concepto de ‘poblado’ o ‘asentamiento’ yacimien-
tos muy distintos en su morfología, en la formación del registro arqueológico o en su cronología. Bajo ese 
etiquetado se han incluido tanto los yacimientos de hoyos como los recintos de fosos y/o los recintos murados/
fortificados. Sin embargo, todos ellos son muy diferentes en su forma y características, la formación de depósitos 
arqueológicos y su cronología. Esto sugiere que un análisis más preciso, en el que la aparición y la evolución 
de cada tipo de sitio se estudie por sí solo, podría ser fructífero. En el presente artículo se sitúa el Foso 1 de 
Perdigões (Reguengos de Monsaraz, Portugal) en el contexto más amplio del proceso de monumentalización 
de los paisajes del Medio Guadiana durante el iv y el iii milenio cal ac. Desde la perspectiva anteriormente 
descrita, haremos un primer intento de exponer la genealogía de los recintos amurallados, los sitios de fosos y 
los recintos abandonados en esta región.
Palabras clave: Paisaje; Neolítico; Calcolítico; Megalitismo; monumentalidad; recinto de fosos; recinto 
murado. 
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1. Introduction1
‘Ditch 1’ is one of the 
most exterior of the up 
to 13 prehistoric enclo-
sures identified thus far 
at Perdigões (Reguengos 
de Monsaraz, Portugal) 
(Fig. 1). Detected by ae-
rial photographs taken in 
1997 (Lago et al., 1998), 
knowledge about its la-
yout was greatly enhan-
ced by magnetometric 
surveys carried out in 
2009 (Márquez-Romero 
et al., 2011a) (Fig. 2). The 
ditch runs in parallel and 
on the outer side of ditch 
2. Both have a roughly 
circular form, but ditch 
1 breaks the circular ten-
dency of its layout to the East of the site to include 
several megalithic tombs of the type known as tho-
los (Lago et al., 1998: 58-60).
Ditch 1 has been surveyed multiple times2. In 
addition to the aforementioned aerial and geophy-
sical surveys, the area has been the locus of both 
small-to-medium trenches and large open-area ex-
cavations. In 1997, the Portuguese company era 
Arqueologia conducted some excavations at the 
site. These include a trench over ditch 1, very close 
to one of its interruptions to the ne of the site that 
was called ‘entrance 1’. Due to unforeseen circums- 
tances the lower levels of the sequence of deposits 
1 To the memory of Rui Boaventura, who devoted his 
research career to the study of prehistoric communities of 
Portugal, and who has left us way too soon. 
2 The research leading to these results has received 
funding from the People Programme (Marie Curie Ac-
tions) of the European Union’s Seventh Framework Pro-
gramme (fp7/2007-2013) under rea grant agreement n.º 
2012-326129. It has also received funding from the Plan 
Nacional de i + d + i of the Ministerio de Economía y 
Competitividad of Spain (har2010-21610-c02-01 and 
har2014-53692-p projects).
within the ditch were not studied at the time (Lago 
et al., 1998: 71-74). 
In the mid 2000s, A. Valera from era Ar-
queologia set up the Perdigões Global Research 
Programme (inarp). It included regular collabo-
ration with the University of Málaga (uma). In 
2009 and 2010, a team from uma resumed the 
excavation of the 1997 trenches over ditch 1 
(Márquez-Romero et al., 2011b). Later, in 2013, 
trench 2 was laid out to better characterise the 
upper levels of the sequence of ditch filling, and 
particularly to determine the existence of a possi-
ble re-cutting. Open area excavations undertaken 
between 2011 and 2014 in the entrance 1 area 
provided a deeper knowledge of its morphology 
and its relationships with other architectural ele-
ments in its proximity (Suárez-Padilla et al., 2013, 
2015). All this has confirmed that most features 
near entrance 1, including but not limited to dit-
ches 1 and 2, are distributed in a similar fashion 
to those in other entrances to the enclosures, as 
shown by the magnetometer (Márquez-Romero 
et al., 2011a: 183).
Fig. 1. Geographic location of Perdigões (Reguengos de Monsaraz, Portugal) (star) and the 
middle Guadiana basin study area (oval) within the Iberian Peninsula.
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2. The inner stratigraphic sequence and the 
chronology of ditch 1
At the investigated area around entrance 1, 
12.40 m of ditch 1 have been excavated (Lago et al., 
1998; Suárez-Padilla et al., 2013: 533). The ditch 
possesses a maximum width of 8.81 m, and gets 
progressively narrower towards the entrance, being 
only 2.37 m wide just before the interruption. It 
is a v-shaped feature, with a maximum recorded 
depth of 3.38 m, although it gets shallower towards 
the entrance. The ditch appears today as complete-
ly filled with archaeological deposits arranged in a 
very complex way. The internal complexity of the 
stratigraphic sequence suggested the existence of 
different phases of filling (Márquez-Romero et al., 
2011b) (Fig. 3). 
From the bottom to the top, the first archaeo-
logical deposits formed (labelled su 140 and su 
139) contained pebbles, animal remains and cera-
mic sherds, as well as a small flat figurine made of 
schist (Mata-Vivar et al., 2011) (Fig. 4). After that, 
a homogeneous layer with almost no archaeological 
items (su 129 = 136) sits on top of these ‘initial de-
posits’; it could have resulted from the weathering 
of the internal ditch walls or a possible adjacent 
bank. A series of small pits containing apparently 
placed depositions were dug into this layer (ssuu 
133.1, 135.1, 131.1, 137.1, 138.1 and 128.1). Later, 
a new layer covered the surveyed area in its entirety 
(su 122). Above this, a deposit very similar to 129 = 
136, called su 123, was formed. It was followed by a 
ticker layer (su 118), inclusive of abundant artefacts 
and ecofacts, especially faunal remains and small- 
to-medium sized stones. Again, a pit (su 116.1) 
cut through this deposit (su 118) and the previous 
one (su 123). The pit is elongated in plan, looking 
more like a small ditch parallel to the axis of the 
main ditch. It contained ceramic sherds and ani-
mal bones, as well as medium and large sized sto-
nes. The upper part of the sequence as recorded in 
the 2013 diggings shows a very different dynamic. 
Fig. 2. Magnetogram of Perdigões with indication of the surveyed area around ditch 1.
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Layers are generally thicker and less diverse (ssuu 
361, 360, 359 and 354 = 356). Both their nature 
and their content, in terms of archaeological items, 
remain quite constant throughout: ceramic mate-
rial, animal bones and 
some elements related to 
the execution of meta-
llurgical activities. Lastly, 
the upper deposits appear 
to have been cut by a sha-
llow pit of only 30 cm in 
depth, very rich in small 
and medium sized stones 
but poor in artefacts (pit 
136). This is probably in-
dicative of an episode of 
re-cutting of the ditch 
once this was already fi-
lled (Fig. 5).
On the basis of the 
typology of ceramic ar-
tefacts, ditch 1 was da-
ted to the middle of the 
Fig. 3. Stratigraphic profile of ditch 1 at Perdigões after excavations by the Univ. of Malaga in 2010 (taken from Márquez et 
al., 2011b: fig. 9).
Fig. 4. Close view of phase 1 within the filling of ditch 1 (su 140 and 139) at Perdigões.
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Chalcolithic or Copper Age period (roughly the 
middle of the 3rd millennium bc) (Márquez-Rome-
ro et al., 2011b: 173). In its deposits, flat and open 
ceramic types abound, such as thick rim plates, flat 
rim bowls and, to a lesser extent, simple and thick 
rim cups. Later, the analysis of radiocarbon from 
ten samples –nine taken from deposits in trench 1 
(Márquez-Romero et al., 2013; Valera et al., 2014) 
and one from trench 2 (Caro-Herrero et al., 2015)– 
provided more precise chronological data (Fig. 6). 
Most dates point towards the beginning of the se-
quence of filling in the third quarter of the 3rd mi-
llennium cal bc, perhaps reaching the first decades 
of the last quarter of the millennium. Two dates 
deviate from the expectations drawn from stratigra-
phy. They come from samples in the upper part of 
the sequence but are older than the remaining se-
ven –first half of the 3rd millennium cal bc–. Thus 
far, they have been interpreted as a consequence of 
the introduction of older material –animal bones– 
into newer contexts, either inadvertently or delibe-
rately. A similar occurrence was detected at ditch 4 
(Valera and Silva, 2011: 9).
3. Ditch 1 from Perdigões in its context:  
the middle Guadiana basin
In what follows, we shall make an attempt to 
place ditch 1 from Perdigões within a broader con-
text, both chronologically and geographically. Due 
to limited space, this study will look at general 
trends and regularities only; more detailed research 
will follow in future publications. Moreover, the 
views expressed here must be taken as preliminary 
and hence subject to revision.
It is always difficult to define the geographical 
scale of analysis to contextualise an individual site. 
For this paper, we have chosen the middle Guadia-
na basin, that is, the lands at both sides of the Gua-
diana River from approximately the city of Mérida 
(Spain) to that of Serpa (Portugal). Three reasons 
have motivated this. In the first place, it is a widely 
known space, both archaeologically and geographi-
cally, which has been used as frame of reference for 
regional studies before (e.g. Enríquez, 1900; Pavón, 
1994; García Rivero, 2008; Hurtado, 2007, 2008). 
In the second place, it includes all the areas which 
surround Perdigões: a portion of the central and 
upper Alentejo (Portugal) and parts of the provin-
ce of Badajoz (southern 
Extremadura, Spain). Fi-
nally, many ditched and 
walled enclosures have 
been found in the area 




rality of sites primarily 
comprising underground 
features poses multiple 
challenges (Márquez-Ro-
mero et al., 2013; Vale-
ra, 2013b, 2013c; Valera 
et al., 2014: 14). In our 
case, this is made more 
difficult by the scarci-
ty of radiocarbon dates. 
Bayesian studies are still 
Fig. 5. Upper part of the filling of ditch 1 at Perdigões, where a re-cut (pit 136) can be seen 
(2013 season).
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almost non-existent. However, the theoretical 
and empirical revolution that is taking place in 
the last 15 years in the South-West of Iberia has 
made available some useful data. According to that, 
even if just provisionally, it appears that the first 
ditched enclosures in the region date back to the 
last third of the 4th millennium bc, while the last 
ones were abandoned near the end of the 3rd mi-
llennium (Márquez-Romero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 
2010, 2013; Valera, 2013b y c; Valera and André, 
2016-2017; Valera et al., 2014, 2017). This will be 
our chronological framework.
We assume here that the construction of di- 
tched enclosures at certain places could be explained 
as the intentional monumentalisation of open-air 
areas. These places could have been occupied for 
stretches, and domestic activities could have been 
carried out in them at times. In that sense, unlike 
other monuments such as megalithic tombs, di- 
tched enclosures may be considered inhabited mo-
numents. But we do not think that the ditches, and 
the palisades or banks that sometimes existed next 
to them, were built to increase the habitability of 
the places, or to defend them. They may have been 
instead the materialisation of strategies to monu-
mentalise them and to make them stand out, both 
physically and symbolically, from their surroun-
dings. Their purpose must have been eminently po-
litical. This prompts us to analyse them separately 
from other elements of the 4th and 3rd millennium 
bc landscapes in the middle Guadiana basin.
We have always sustained the idea that southern 
Iberian ditched enclosures must not be studied in 
isolation, but as a regional variant of a more gene-
ral European phenomenon (Márquez-Romero and 
Jiménez-Jáimez, 2013; Jiménez-Jáimez, 2015). That 
is not an argument against research with a regio-
nal or local scale; it only means that individual 
sites and landscapes must be understood within a 
broader frame of reference. Few local studies have 
adopted this perspective so far, even though new 
discoveries and the information that is becoming 
increasingly available now allows for smaller-scale 
approaches. This is important because the cons-
truction of prehistoric monumental enclosures was 
contingent upon other conditions –social, politi-
cal– being met, and therefore did not necessarily 
occur in all places or in any period.
4. Enclosures and earlier forms of landscape 
monumentalisation in the middle Guadiana 
basin (second half of the 4th millennium  
bc-Late Neolithic)
Even though some evidence of megalithic fu-
nerary practices dating to the first half of the 4th 
millennium bc exists, the prevailing opinion seems 
to be that the construction of megaliths reached its 
peak in south-western Iberia in the second half of 
the 4th and the early 3rd millennium bc (e.g. Boa-
ventura, 2011: 185; García-Sanjuán et al., 2011: 
147). Most of the portal dolmens and passage gra-
ves known in the area seem to have been built then. 
In southern Portugal, the period has traditionally 
been dominated in regional syntheses by the Alen-
tejo Culture (Silva, 1987: 86; Gonçalves and Sousa, 
2000: 70). In Extremadura, large burial chambers 
with corridors emerged, like those found in Santia-
go de Alcántara (Cáceres) (Bueno, 1987: 75) and 
Alburquerque, San Vicente de Alcántara or Barca-
rrota (Badajoz) (Bueno, 2000: 56). In nearby areas, 
recent studies3, have shown that the heyday of the 
megalithic funerary tradition is the second half of 
the 4th millennium bc, even if many of the struc-
tures continued under use in the 3rd millennium. 
Therefore, the idea that the biggest investment of 
energy and labour force in megalithic burials occu-
rred during the Late Neolithic is supported almost 
unanimously.
The extraordinary visibility of death contrasts 
with a very noticeable invisibility of other aspects 
3 See for the Lisbon Peninsula Boaventura, R.: As 
antas e o megalitismo da região de Lisboa, p. 336. Doctoral 
thesis presented in 2009 in the University of Lisboa; see 
for the upper Alentejo Silva Andrades, M. A.: Megalitismo 
e comunidades megalíticas na área da Ribeira Grande (Alto 
Alentejo): definição e caracterização do fenómeno de ‘megali-
tizaçã’ da paisagem na área austral do Norte alentejano, p. 
107. Doctoral thesis presented in 2009 in the University 
of Lisboa.
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of life in the archaeological record. Domestic ar-
chitecture is not preserved in most cases, and evi-
dence of daily activities seems to be mostly limited 
to pits. Sites mainly comprising pits are known in 
the literature as campos de hoyos –pit sites– or po- 
voados abertos –open settlements–. In the middle 
Guadiana basin many pit sites have been found. 
Amongst many others, we can highlight Cerro 
de la Muela, Araya, Los Castillejos, Los Caños, 
Los Barruecos, Torre de San Francisco, Possanco 
and Foz do Enxoé (e.g. Enríquez, 1990; Diniz, 
1999; Cerrillo, 2005; Murillo, 2008). Also worth 
mentioning are the sites discovered in the context 
of rescue archaeology activities near the Alqueva 
reservoir, in the border between Spain and Por-
tugal, which are part of a broader empirical revo-
lution in the archaeology of the area4. They have 
generally been interpreted by their excavators as 
settlements with a multitude of grain storage pits. 
However, in the past we have interpreted them 
as a typical phenomenon of the European Neo-
lithic, and as the materialisation of very specific 
settlement patterns and abandonment practices by 
communities that might not yet be fully sedentary 
(Márquez-Romero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 
509). The most characteristic ceramic type in the 
archaeological assemblages of the period is the flat 
4 Many of the reports stemming from these activities 
remain unpublished, but were presented in a workshop held 
in Beja (Portugal) in 2009 with the title Estruturas negativas 
da Pre-historia Recente e Proto-história peninsulares.
carinated bowl, which defines the Late Neolithic 
in the region. 
This is the context in which the earliest ditched 
enclosures in the middle Guadiana basin emerged, 
according to current data. It is true that other Ibe-
rian regions provide examples of earlier ditched en-
closures –for instance, a small ditch was dug and 
filled during the Early Neolithic at Senhora da Ale-
gría in Coimbra, northern Portugal (Valera, 2013a: 
102)–. It is also possible that, in the Guadiana area, 
some of the ditched sites may have witnessed hu-
man activity in the first half of the 4th millennium 
bc –e.g. the digging of some pits or perhaps even 
ditches–. However, most of them were built in the 
last three centuries of the 4th millennium, coinci-
ding with the expansion of flat carinated bowls and 
the local Late Neolithic. This seems to be the case 
for all southern Iberia (Márquez-Romero and Jimé-
nez-Jáimez, 2010: ch. 11; 2013: 455). 
Some of these early enclosures are El Lobo, Mo-
reiros 2, Cabeço do Torrão, Porto Torrão, Juromen-
ha i, Ponte da Azambuja 2, Ficalho, and the earlier 
acts of ditch-digging at Malhada das Mimosas i, 
Águas Frias, Perdigões –ditches 5, 6, 11, 12 and 
13– or Fareleira 3 (Hurtado, 2008; Valera, 2013a; 
Valera et al., 2017). The areas that these Neolithic 
ditched enclosures in the Guadiana basin enclose 
are generally not very large, ranging from less than 
1 ha to less than 10 ha, with the possible exception 
of ditch 13 at Perdigões, which appears to be lar-
ger. The enclosures themselves are non-causewayed, 
context









f1_ue139a Beta-315725 bone (middle-size mammal) 3890 30 2460-2350 2470-2290 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue134 Beta-315723 bone (middle-size mammal) 3820 30 2300-2200 2450-2140 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue133 Beta-315722 tooth (Sus sp.) 3840 30 2460-2350 2470-2290 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue122 Beta-315721 bone (middle-size mammal) 3840 30 2390-2210 2460-2200 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue118 Beta-315719 tooth (Ovis/Capra) 3780 30 2280-2140 2300-2060 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue116 Beta-315720 tooth (Ovis/Capra) 3860 30 2450-2290 2460-2210 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue360 Beta-374731 bone 3870 30 2450-2290 2470-2210 Caro et al., 2015
f1_ue31 Beta-315718 jaw (Sus sp.) 4060 30 2830-2500 2840-2480 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue11 Beta-315716 humerus (Sus sp.) 3770 30 2280-2140 2290-2050 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
f1_ue12 Beta-315717 astragalus (Cervus elaphus) 3980 30 2570-2470 2580-2460 Márquez-Romero et al., 2013
Fig. 6. Radiocarbon dates from ditch 1 at Perdigões currently available.
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and often wavy or sinuous (Márquez-Romero and 
Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 508-509; Valera, 2013c). 
Because of their chronology, form and features, as 
well as the formation of deposits and the invisibility 
of domestic architecture, establishing genealogical 
relationships between these enclosures and those 
in other regions of Neolithic Europe appears to be 
relatively straightforward (Márquez-Romero and 
Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 315-321).
The landscapes of the second half of the 4th mi-
llennium bc were thereby dominated by mortuary 
monuments, whereas evidence of daily life is ambi-
guous, with no recognisable residential structures, 
and restricted to pits sites and ditched enclosures. 
Although enclosures required some investment of 
labour, the amount of energy spent on the cons-
truction of megaliths seems remarkable. Human re-
mains can be found in pits within or in the proximity 
of ditched enclosures –also at pit sites–, but, para-
doxically, enclosures and tombs of this period are 
not located next to each other (Jiménez-Jáimez and 
Márquez-Romero, 2016). A settlement pattern in-
volving somewhat mobile groups, with places of re-
current activity – pit sites–, seems a plausible hypo-
thesis. In that scenario, portal dolmens and other 
megaliths could act as territorial markers built by 
local communities. Occasionally, inter-communi-
ty relations would require meetings or encounters, 
where feasts and other activities aimed at reinfor-
cing or re-negotiating social relations would take 
place, including exchange, arrangement of ma-
rriages, etc. In this context, collective works could 
have been undertaken, sometimes in a competitive 
or agonistic form. These encounters would be held 
at certain times, regularly or in response to excep-
tional circumstances, and would perhaps produce 
Fig. 7. Map of sites mentioned in the text in the context of the middle Guadiana basin.
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what we today perceive as ditched enclosures in the 
archaeological record. The monumentality of each 
site, in terms of the size of the enclosed area or the 
dimensions of the ditches, might be an indication 
of the amount of people gathered for the occasion. 
If that assumption is correct, it could be argued 
that the magnitude of the meetings in this period 
was moderate, given that enclosures were not gene-
rally very large.
5. Walls in the landscape (first half of the 3rd 
millennium bc)
In the middle Guadiana basin, the transition 
from the 4th to the 3rd millennium bc entailed a 
deep change in the way landscapes were monumen-
talised. Stone masonry based architecture emerged 
and quickly spread over lands previously populated 
by ditched enclosures and megaliths.
This is reflected in a novel funerary architec-
ture. Some old-style megalithic tombs may have 
been built during this period employing traditional 
techniques –big standing stones and horizontal 
slabs–, while extant megalithic structures from 
the 4th millennium bc were repeatedly used and re-
used for funerary purposes in the 3rd millennium 
(Boaventura, 2011: 179). Importantly, however, 
it appears that fewer tombs were built during the 
Copper Age. Moreover, there was a shift in the 
techniques used, with the appearance of tholoi: 
stone masonry built passage graves with corbel 
dome chambers. 
The locations of some of these tholoi are worth 
noting. For example, in the Reguengos de Monsaraz 
area, corbel dome tombs, such as Comenda 2b, 
Farisoa 1b, Olival da Pega 2 and Herdade dos Ce-
bolinhos, were erected in close proximity to older, 
orthostatic structures (Gonçalves, 2003a, 2015). 
This ‘second megalithic tradition’, based on the 
use of much smaller stones, probably required less 
effort as regards their extraction, transport and 
employment. This could also mean less need for 
cooperation and collective labour (García Sanjuán, 
2006: 155-157).
At the same time, new forms of enclosure be-
came visible in the archaeological record. Con-
ventionally, these ‘walled enclosures’ –or ‘fortified 
settlements’ as they have traditionally been referred 
to– have been considered the hallmark of the Cop-
per Age in the region. They are numerous, and 
many of them have been well excavated. Among 
others, Monte Novo dos Albardeiros, São Gens, 
São Pedro, Porto das Carretas, Monte do Tosco, 
Monte da Tumba (Tavares da Silva and Soares, 
1987, 2010; Valera, 2000; Mataloto, 2005, 2010; 
Gonçalves and Alfarroba, 2010; Gonçalves et al., 
2013) in the Alentejo, and San Blas, Palacio Que-
mado, Castillejos i, Las Mesas and Cortijo Zacarías 
(e.g. Hurtado, 2004; Hurtado and Enríquez, 1991; 
Hurtado and Mondéjar, 2009; Cerrillo et al., 2010; 
Murillo, 2010) in Spanish Extremadura. In light of 
this, it is worth wondering if some of the energy 
spent in the construction of megalithic funerary 
structures in the Late Neolithic was now invested 
in these walled enclosures instead.
The chronology of walled enclosures in the mi-
ddle Guadiana basin seems to be restricted to the 
first half of the 3rd millennium bc (Valera 2014a: 
302-303; Gonçalves et al., 2013). Their tempora-
lity, and with it their active presence in the lands-
cape, is complex. Many of them (e.g. Tavares da 
Silva and Soares, 1987, 2010; Valera, 2000; Mata-
loto, 2005, 2010; Gonçalves and Alfarroba, 2010; 
Gonçalves et al., 2013) show similarities in their 
occupational sequences or biographies. Some acti-
vity, evidenced by the digging of pits, took place at 
these sites in the Late Neolithic. The first walls, in-
cluding entrances and towers, were built, according 
to a well-structured design (Gonçalves et al., 2013: 
89), in the Early Chalcolithic –c. 2900-2800 cal bc 
(Gonçalves et al., 2013: 79)–. Often, the enclosu-
res were later abandoned, and their walls partially 
dismantled –e.g. São Gens–. Commonly, these 
places were re-occupied and new walls constructed 
some time after their abandonment, in the second 
quarter of the 3rd millennium bc, in what is called 
the Full Chalcolithic. They seldom follow the ori-
ginal plan, nonetheless. This is usually succeeded 
by a second abandonment phase –e.g. São Pedro, 
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Monte da Tumba–. Other sites only show one cycle 
of construction/destruction, occurred in the Full 
Chalcolithic –e.g. Porto das Carretas–. Most of 
these sequences end with new episodes of occupa-
tion materialised in the presence of huts and some-
times large towers (São Pedro, Porto das Carretas, 
Monte da Tumba), but not walls. Similar sequences 
of construction, abandonment and re-construction 
can also be seen at sites outside of the Guadiana ba-
sin; for example, in the nearby Portuguese region of 
Estremadura –e.g. Leceia, Sesimbra, Monte Fosco 
i–. This mostly took place from the middle of the 
3rd millennium bc onwards –Bell-Beaker period–5.
6. Ditched enclosures in the first half of the 3rd 
millennium bc. Continuity or discontinuity?
In certain Southern Iberian contexts, such as 
the Los Millares culture in the South-East, walled 
architectures developed in the absence of ditched 
enclosures. By contrast, in the middle and lower 
Guadalquivir valley, walled enclosures are vir-
tually non-existent, whereas ditched enclosures 
abound in the first half of the 3rd millennium and 
beyond (Márquez-Romero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 
2010: ch. 11). Meanwhile, in the middle Guadia-
na basin, after a few centuries of ditched enclosure 
construction, the transition from the 4th to the 3rd 
millennium bc entailed a shift in the architecture 
of mortuary monuments and the arrival of walled 
enclosures. Did they coexist with ditched enclosu-
res? Or was the tradition of enclosing open areas 
with ditches replaced by the new forms of practi-
ce instead? It is undoubtedly a complicated issue 
which will not be clarified until large-scale dating 
and Bayesian modelling are more widespread. For 
the time being, we will settle for a few preliminary 
observations.
5 A biographical approach to these southern Iberian 
walled enclosures is developed in Mata Vivar, E.: Foso i del 
yacimiento de Perdigões (Reguendos de Monsaraz-Portugal). 
Aproximación histórica a la construcción, uso y abandono de un 
recinto de fosos tardío en el Alentejo (iii milenio a. C.). Doc-
toral thesis presented in 2015 in the University of Málaga.
The dating programme developed at Perdigões 
(Valera et al., 2014) and the first attempts at Baye-
sian modelling based on such data (Balsera et al., 
2015) seem to indicate a break in the construction 
of ditched enclosures at the site in the first few cen-
turies of the 3rd millennium bc6. Several ditches 
remain undated, so what follows has to be taken 
with a pinch of salt. There appears to be a time gap 
between the Late Neolithic ditches –5, 6 and 12–, 
dated to the last third of the 4th millennium, and 
the Chalcolithic ones –3, 4 and, later, 1–, dated to 
the middle of the 3rd millennium onwards. This is 
in tune with what is known for other Portuguese 
ditched enclosures (Valera, 2013b: fig. 1; Balsera et 
al., 2015: 149). It could be therefore argued that, 
on the right side of the Guadiana, the rise of walled 
enclosures coincided with a break in the ditched 
enclosure tradition. If so, the Alentejo would not 
exactly adhere to the general chronological model 
we proposed a few years ago for Southern Iberia 
as a whole (Márquez-Romero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 
2013: 455). Unfortunately, data from the left side 
of the Guadiana is still insufficient to confirm or 
discount the validity of this hypothesis in Extre-
madura. Some ditched sites, including for instance 
La Pijotilla, Granja Céspedes and Los Cortinales, 
have been generically dated to a pre-Beaker Copper 
Age period on the basis of ceramic typologies, but 
radiocarbon dates are very scarce.
In the Guadiana basin, ditched and walled en-
closures are generally located in different places. 
In the very few cases where both ditches and walls 
have been found at the same site, a clear relation of 
simultaneity between them is unusual. Walls suc-
ceed ditches and viceversa, but they rarely coexist 
within the same phase of occupation (Márquez-Ro-
mero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 526-527) –a po- 
ssible exception in San Blas; see Hurtado, 2007–. 
Material culture items unearthed in both site types 
share a technological background and most ty- 
pes are present in both walled and ditched enclosu-
res. However, certain classes of items are much more 
6 Paradoxically, the construction of two tholoi at Per-
digões has been dated to the first third of the 3rd millennium 
bc (Valera et al., 2000, 2014: 21).
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frequently found in the former than in the latter 
(Márquez-Romero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 520-
533). For example, while metal artefacts and the 
residues of metallurgical production are well re-
presented in the archaeological record from walled 
enclosures of the region, they hardly ever are docu-
mented within ditches. That is the case at Perdigões, 
where metallurgy is almost absent from the ditches 
except for a few items in the upper part of ditch 1 
(Caro et al., 2015) and ditch 4 (Valera, 2008: 21). A 
similar argument can be set forth regarding Early 
Chalcolithic ceramic types such as copos canelados, 
pots with ‘symbolic decoration’7 or folhas de acácia, 
which abound in walled enclosures –see e.g. several 
papers in Gonçalves and Sousa, 2010– and are rare 
at the ditched ones –and pit sites–.
Again, this historic narrative is necessarily li-
mited by the availability and quality of data. The 
intricacies and complexity of the first half of the 3rd 
millennium in the area do not make it easy either. 
Because of that, our proposal must be taken just as 
a working hypothesis for now.
7. Ditch 1 from Perdigões. The epilogue  
of a long-lasting tradition in the second  
half of the 3rd millennium bc
The apparent break in the construction of dit-
ched enclosures at Perdigões seems to end towards 
the middle of the 3rd millennium bc, when a new 
burst of building activity begins. This includes at 
least the digging of ditches 3 and 4 and, a bit later, 
ditch 1.
Considering Southern Iberia as a whole, very 
few new places with ditched enclosures are known 
for the second half of the 3rd millennium bc. In 
most cases, chalcolithic ditches were added to pla-
ces were Late Neolithic ditches had been dug and 
subsequently abandoned. Ditched enclosures built 
at the time present particular characteristics. For 
example, they tend to become more monumental 
7 At Perdigões, ‘symbolic pottery’ is not scarce, but its 
distribution seems to be restricted to funerary assemblages 
within the tholoi (Valera et al., 2000).
both in terms of the size of the enclosed area and 
the dimensions of the ditches (Márquez-Romero 
and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 518; 2013: 455). If the 
size of the enclosures is, in some way, a function of 
the magnitude of the social events that led to their 
construction, we have to conclude that processes of 
social aggregation were more intense in the Chal-
colithic than in the Neolithic. There appears to be 
some kind of relationship between ditched enclosu-
res of this period and contemporary or earlier chal-
colithic tombs (Jiménez-Jáimez and Márquez-Ro-
mero, 2016). Finally, from the middle to the end 
of the 3rd millennium bc, new architectonic forms 
–archaeologically recognised as walls of varied sizes 
and shapes– were added to some sites. These walls 
are often completing or reconfiguring the layout of 
ditches, especially in the proximity of some entran-
ces. Again, many of these elements –ditches, walls, 
tombs– remain undated, and therefore the real me-
aning of these associations is unknown.
Many of these general regularities seem to ma-
nifest themselves in the more restricted context of 
the middle Guadiana basin, as well. For example, 
the addition of Late Chalcolithic ditches to Late 
Neolithic monuments can be seen at Porto Torrão 
and Perdigões. An exception to this rule is Bela Vis-
ta 5 (Valera, 2014b), where late Copper Age ditches 
were constructed in a place ‘founded’ ex novo. The 
re-occupied enclosures seem to have grown in size. 
For instance, ditches 3, 4 and 1 from Perdigões are 
larger than most of the inner, Late Neolithic circuits 
that preceded them –again, a possible exception to 
this could be ditch 13–. Although their chronology 
is still in need of more precision, chalcolithic dit-
ches where apparently dug in sites such as Mon-
te das Cabeceiras 2 –ditches 1 and 2– or Salvada 
–ditches 1 and 2–, surpassing 4 ha in size, and may 
reach 18 ha (Valera, 2013a: 102). The outer ditch 
at La Pijotilla, with around 70 ha, was also built in 
a chalcolithic context, although its precise chrono-
logy remains unclear as well (Hurtado, 2008). The 
association of ditched enclosures and necropolises 
has been recorded at Porto Torrão and La Pijotilla. 
At Perdigões, the outer ditch was constructed in 
such a way to include a couple of pre-existing tholoi 
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in the enclosed area, even if that meant a devia-
tion from a more properly circular layout (Valera et 
al., 2014: 20-21). All in all, ditch 1 from Perdigões, 
deep and wide and delimiting a vast area –16 ha–, 
including a necropolis of tholoi, appears to be a pa-
radigmatic example of a Late Chalcolithic ditched 
enclosure in the middle Guadiana. The place had 
witnessed human activity since the Late Neolithic, 
also involving the construction of ditched enclosu-
res. But now the context was very different. What 
role did this late monumental structure play in the 
life of the communities of the second half of the 3rd 
millennium bc in the middle Guadiana?
Available data suggests that less mortuary mo-
numents, whether they are the older orthostatic me-
galithic dolmens or the newer stone masonry based 
tholoi, were built in this period. Funerary practices 
are more diversified, and generally less monumen-
tal (Valera, 2014a: 307). Likewise, walled enclosu-
res tend to disappear, and at best only show some 
modest, non-walled re-occupation. By contrast, the 
construction of ditched enclosures experienced major 
changes in a clear shift towards more monumentali-
ty. It is possible that the focus of energy expenditure 
moved from the construction of funerary monu-
ments to that of ditched enclosures. Again, if there is 
a relationship between the dimensions of the ditches 
and the amount of people that contributed to their 
construction, it appears obvious that the processes 
and events that took place there were more socially 
significant than in the Late Neolithic. Perhaps now 
ditched enclosures had a more central character, and 
more power was embedded in the social relations that 
were established and re-negotiated in those places.
If true, the social, economical and political 
structures of the Late Neolithic could have un-
dergone drastic changes in the Late Chalcolithic. 
Thus, the construction of ditch 1 at Perdigões, and 
other Late 3rd millennium bc ditches, “more than a 
symptom of good social health, could actually have 
been the swan song of an ancient tradition” –our 
translation from original Spanish– (Márquez-Ro-
mero and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: 533). It is possible 
that these late ditched enclosures represent an at-
tempt to prevent the demise of an obsolete world 
through the realisation of old architectures to a big-
ger scale. The centrifugal tendencies of tribal socie-
ties could potentially have been countered with dy-
namics of aggregation where unequal relationships 
might be established, and where resistance could 
result in repressive or coercive actions.
8. Concluding remarks
In the middle Guadiana basin, two peaks in the 
construction of Prehistoric ditched enclosures can 
tentatively be inferred from current data. The first 
burst of constructive activity occurred in the second 
half of the 4th millennium bc, roughly coinciding 
with the heyday of the megalithic mortuary monu-
ment phenomenon in the area. This Late Neolithic 
landscape is not very dissimilar to those in other re-
gions of Iberia or Western Europe (Márquez-Romero 
and Jiménez-Jáimez, 2010: ch. 5 and 6). The second 
spurt took place from the middle to the end of the 3rd 
millennium bc, reaching the transition to the Bronze 
Age. Now, ditched enclosures form part of very diffe-
rent landscapes to those in the Late Neolithic. They 
are the materialisation of a period of rapid change and 
very dynamic communities. They could be represen-
ting the final phase of development of a certain Neo-
lithic being-in-the-world, in a deep crisis at the time.
Between those two peaks of activity there 
appears to be a time gap of only a few centuries. 
Importantly, this break occurred when the cons-
truction of walled enclosures and other stone ma-
sonry based monuments was at its height. This 
opens questions relative to the traditionally percei-
ved simultaneity of walled and ditched enclosures, 
and about their relationship. Finally, the existence 
of regularities in the dynamics of occupation and 
abandonment at many walled enclosures calls for 
more subtle and detailed approaches to the tempo-
rality of these sites.
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